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Pre-Prep’s Chinese New Year
From the
Headmaster

The Lambs have celebrated Chinese New Year. They have enjoyed eating in the
Chinese restaurant, making dragon masks, tasting noodles and dancing in the
forest with the dragon and drums to ward off the evil beast.

This week we celebrated the Lunar New
Year with drums and crashing cymbals,
dragon dances and ribbon dancing in the
Pre-Prep. Let’s hope the year of the tiger
brings us all bravery, courage and strength.
I had a wonderful time last week learning
how to country dance with Mrs Long at
the special Burns Night celebration that
she and Mrs Rizava organised for Year 8.
No haggis, but Darwin serenaded us on the
bagpipes and we learnt some fascinating
facts about Robbie Burns. You can read
more on page 3.
6V also focused on celebrations in their
assembly and we were treated to an exciting
performance of ‘The Man from Ironbark’
by ‘Banjo’ Patterson and a presentation
on ‘Australia Day’. I really enjoyed the
photos of the Lambs Chinese New Year
and Chinese-themed music activities in the
Pre-Prep and the Year 3 rock cakes look
very scientific as well as delicious! I had an
opportunity to discuss the importance of
different cultures with 5M.
It was great to see so many boys involved
in their soccer and hockey fixtures this
week. I am convinced the boys fitness levels
are going to improve as a result. I would
like to wish our U13 A hockey team and
staff all the best on their tour to Bath this
weekend and I hope those of you who are
keen on such things will take the time to
enjoy the first round of games in the rugby
Six Nations and the start of the Winter
Olympics.
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6V tells us about national celebrations
On Monday 31st January 6V delivered a fantastic assembly
on national celebrations. It began with a general knowledge
quiz to activate the minds and kick-start the day. The quiz
was both engaging and entertaining and created a lively
atmosphere in the Sports Hall. I learnt many important dates
and facts about events around the world, some examples are
St Patrick’s Day and Independence Day. We were then treated
to a performance of a poem called ‘The Man from Ironbark’
by ‘Banjo’ Patterson. It was first published in 1892 and the
poem relates the experiences of a man from the bush who
visits Sydney and becomes the subject of a practical joke by a

mischievous barber. The barber pretends to cut the bushman’s
throat by heating up the back of the razor in boiling water
and slashing it across the bushman’s neck. The poem was
performed in a humorous and entertaining way. The assembly
concluded with a presentation about Australia Day, the
official National Day of Celebration in Australia. It marks the
1788 landing of the First Fleet at Sydney and the establishing
of a British colony. The assembly also explored Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander viewpoints of Australia Day and
how this has changed over time, which was interesting and
thought provoking. Aaron 6V
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Learning about the Scottish Bard
The national celebrations theme carried through last week
as Year 8 pupils and staff celebrated the end of exam week
with their very own Burns event. Mrs Rivaza had suggested
that this would be an opportunity to celebrate diversity,
whilst studying the link (through Burns) to the title of our
next class novel – Steinbeck’s ‘Of Mice and Men’.
After hearing a few well-known Scottish folk songs (kindly
provided by Mr Johnson) the boys heard the rousing
sounds of the ‘Chilli Pipers’ whilst tucking in to crisps and
shortbread - a delicious alternative to the ‘great chieftain o’
the pudding-race’ i.e. haggis.
Boys that had not been involved in exams prepared
and delivered a presentation about Robbie Burns and his

influence across the world. Mr Robinson said that this was
an excellent opportunity for the students to learn about the
Scottish Bard. Some read excerpts from his poems and others
shared their own writing in the style of the poet, convincingly
reciting their own poetry in dialect.
Many of the boys chose to sport a ‘touch of tartan’ and to
bring a few accessories to celebrate the poet’s day. Darwin
even treated us all to a spontaneous tune on his bagpipes!
Following the presentations, the boys paired up in the hall to
learn a Scottish dance. During lessons this week, Year 8 boys
have continued with an in-depth look at Burns’ early poems
such as ‘To a Mouse’, exploring the text and context, as well
as thematic similarities with other poetry from this era.
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Barry Cryer - passing of a legend
We were sad to hear that Barry Cryer has died at the age of
86. He was a comedian, writer and supporter of St John’s
School. He wrote for several comedy giants including The
Two Ronnies, Bob Hope, Tommy Cooper and Morecambe
and Wise. He regularly appeared as a panellist on radio shows
such as ‘Just a Minute’ and ‘I’m Sorry I Haven’t a Clue.’
Barry lived locally and his son Robert attended St John’s
in the 1980s and was Head boy in 1986. He was a great
supporter of the newly-established St John’s Association and
appeared at the Fun Days and other occasions, giving his

time and humour generously. The first Summer Ball took
place in 1988 while Paul Ramage was the Headmaster. There
was Buck’s Fizz on the terrace and dinner and dancing in a
large marquee. This event started the quadrennial tradition of
Summer Balls which continues today. Barry was the compere
for the evening and the Ode to St John’s which he wrote
to end the evening brought the house down. He was a very
funny and a very kind man and is remembered fondly by the
St John’s Old Boys.

ODE TO ST JOHN’S (or the cheque’s in the post)
Once more unto the speech, dear friends, once more
And sing in praise of noble S. John’s
Who bear the destiny of our sons – or sonz
Here, high ensconced on Potter Street Hill
They drink of knowledge to their fill
Succumb to learning’s clarion call
O’erseen by Judy and St. Paul
Away from cricket pitch and rugby scrummage
Inside their minds does Ramage rummage
To feel their intellectual pulse
And seek to garner such results
As will penurious parents please
He smells their blood with fi’s and fo’s and fum’s and fees
But in such stellar company throughout the hours
O’er each boy there Alton towers
Alton Saunders for those who have not gleaned my gist
Bold Willcox crows each dawn but hists!
Observe the far from simple Simon Farrar and do Mark Jones
And how to Dowlen’s silv’ry tones
Within this cultural kaleidoscope they whirl and mix an
Effortless brew of every Tom and Harry and Dixon.
Each boy, whatever his vocation
Is well-served each according to his station
Should he wish to be tinker, Scott Taylor, Farmer indeed
To each according to his chosen Creed
But he must toil though sick as a parrot
And cram within his lonely Garrett
Like Daniels entering the lion’s den

Must study keenly, Sharpley then
Go out into the world from his lonely corner
To pastures new, by courtesy of Darbyshire and Warner
That is the end of the muse – my rhymes do grow progressive
worse
I think this poem is going from bard to verse
I apologise to all I omitted from my list
And salute all here who came to get well acquainted
The saga of S. John’s has been unfurled
Probably the finest saga in the world
My admiration could not be higher
I greet you, toast you, thank you, Barry Cryer
Barry Cryer (1935 - 2022) Comedian and writer
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Erosional landforms in Year 5 Geography
This week in Geography, Year 5 have been learning about erosional landforms. They have been reading and watching videos
about the hydraulic action of waves and abrasion on the coastline. In pairs, they had fun using playdough to create caves,
arches, stacks and stumps, just like the erosional landforms that we see around the coast of the UK.
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Getting involved in Chinese music

Mrs Wei, Junzhe’s mummy came to talk to the Robins and Squirrels about Chinese New Year. The boys listened carefully
and loved the story about the dragon who was afraid of the colour red and loud noises. The boys were inspired to paint tiger
pictures for the Year of the Tiger and decorate Chinese lanterns in red and gold for good luck and wealth.
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Getting involved in Chinese music

The Lambs, Robins and Squirrels, Otters and Owks had great fun this week listening to some Chinese music, singing songs,
playing percussion instruments and dancing with coloured scarves.
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More Chinese music in the Pre-Prep
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RSPB Big Garden Birdwatch

Christopher, Ray, Ieuan, Jude and Maahir in the Otters and Owls had a fun filled afternoon last weekend doing the RSPB Big
Garden Birdwatch together. They kept a tally of the birds they saw and then input the results into the RSPB survey. They saw
two blackbirds, two blue tits, one sparrow and two jackdaws. Well done boys.
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Science rocks!

In science this week, we carried on our analysis of the rock cycle, then both Year 3 classes got together to see if they could
replicate the forces of nature and create sedimentary stone. They eroded different stones (biscuits) to create sediment. Then,
with the help of some mud (butter and golden syrup), they were able to create layers which, with pressure, they cemented
together to create rocks. In reality, it would take 1000s of years to achieve this but for Year 3, it took just one science lesson.
The best bit about our sedimentary rock cakes? Getting to eat them!
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Making edible rocks
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Junior craft club

In craft club this week the boys learned about Chinese New Year and made Chinese dragons to join in the celebrations. We
think they are pretty roar-some! Here is a small selection:
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Chinese New Year assembly
Mr Corin presented a fascinating assembly about Chinese New Year to Years 3-8 on Wednesday and Pre-Prep on Friday. He told
us how privileged he felt to have had the opportunity to celebrate the Lunar New Year with Chinese friends while he was living in
Hong Kong and to have learnt the traditions from students he taught out there. We studied the Chinese Zodiac and worked out
which BenMing, or zodiac animal we were born under. To bring us all good luck for the New Year, George, Remika, Mithil, Krish
and Mihir performed music for a Lion Dance which they had composed themselves. It was very exciting. Then the boys handed out
Hong Bao – little red envelopes with prayers inside. The boys who were given envelopes read out their prayers. They then wished us
Happy New Year in Mandarian – ‘hsin niaan’ kauai’ luh’ (shin nian kwai lur) and in Cantonese - ‘sun leen fai lok’.
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Music roundup of the week
We have been astounded by the creative response to sounds inspired by Chinese New Year throughout the School this week in
music. In other news, congratulations to Ayan J in Year 4 for a successful result in his recent Grade 3 Guitar Examination. Please
do send certificates in for any ABRSM/Trinity or Rock School examinations, we are always keen to present them in assembly. Many
thanks to Laksh in 5C for playing Scary Stuff on the piano in assembly. Behind the scenes, Mr Vince staged the shortest concert in
the world from backstage at our Arts Evening - the event was a real treat! Click the link above to see it.
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Thinking skills in D&T
A problem solving, engineering focus helps develop thinking skills in Design and Technology. Year 3 test out the Egyptian water
collecting devices they have made, checking that they pivot and have a counterweight and bucket to collect the water. Freddie in
Year 6 is pictured carefully cutting out the detailed shapes for his landscape bookend. Year 5 show each other their own ideas for
switches, to light either one bulb or another. Charlie and Raphael are working together as they test out the new Japanese saw.
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News from the Art studio
Year 3 and Year 5 boys and Junior Art Clubbers have been working hard sculpting and painting their clay fish family mobiles.
Don’t they look great? 1. Maximilian in Year 5 created this beautiful, collage, scribble-art picture in Art Club, 2. Year 3 are
learning about one-point perspective. Noah has painted a colourful landscape, 3. Ronnie, 4. Mohammed, 5. Vir, 6. Arjan, 7.
Dillan, 8. Deven

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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7.

8.

Year 6 Art
A school trip to the Louvre will always be topped off with
the mighty Mona Lisa. Boys always ask: ”Who was this
woman? Where is she sitting? Why are there no Italian
girls nowadays called Lisa?” But now, Year 6 have been reinterpreting this masterpiece. Inspired by the fact that whilst
studying art in London, Leonardo da Vinci lived in Rayners
Lane, there is a strong bond. This film shows some of these
new works ‘under construction’. A new wing at the Louvre
doubtless under construction to house the output of Ms
Gillen’s latest prodigies!
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U13 hockey v John Lyon
U13A Won 13 - 6
We started slowly and John Lyon scored first
which woke us up and we got a goal back
immediately with Blake using his skill and speed
to score and create opportunities. We started
moving the ball and the chances started to come.
We dominated the middle of the pitch and the
goals started to fly in, but John Lyon had a very
good front player who put a lot of pressure on our
defenders. By half-time we were well ahead and
looked comfortable. However, John Lyon came
back strongly in the second half and only some
brilliant saves from Aryan stopped them from
scoring lots of goals. In the second half, the game
was much tighter and both teams scored goals. In
the end we were just too strong but there are still
things to work on for the next matches. Scorers
Sahib S - 2, Hamza – 1, Blake – 10

U13B v John Lyon Lost 4 - 0
On Monday the 31st January, the U13B
hockey team played against John Lyon. The
first ten minutes saw a tight match between
both sides which included short corners. The
boys were excited to trial this new feature
to their game. An expensive first half, as the
boys were trailing 3 - 0, due to holding onto
possession for too long, forcing unnecessary
1v1 situations and giving away possession.
The second half saw a big improvement
after the halftime chat and the squad only
conceded one goal. St John’s had their
opportunities to score too but couldn’t quite
capitalise on this occasion. A well fought
game in the right spirit. Well done.
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Football kicks on
1st XI vs Merchant Taylors’ Prep
Resplendent in their new kit, the 1st XI had a tricky fixture
against local rivals. Unfortunately, the fast start from last week
did not manifest itself, and the boys were quickly 2 goals down.
They battled hard but struggled to gain any real momentum
moving forward and conceded a third goal before half time. This
was not the start that the boys had hoped for, but to their credit
they put up a significantly better performance in the second
half, battling for the ball and showing a much better attitude as
a group. Shane was unlucky not to score, denied by a fantastic
save from the MTP goalkeeper, and Rafi and Blake both also
had good goalscoring opportunities that they were not able to
capitalise on. Unfortunately, MTP pinched a fourth goal at the
end against the run of play. A good effort from the boys but
some more work to be done on defending! Man of the match
was Shane for a battling and display and technical performance.
2nd XI vs Merchant Taylors’ Prep Drew 1-1
We had a great game against local rivals Merchant Taylors’ Prep.
After scoring very early on, the team took an early 1-0 lead - a
composed finish from Nishant. We enjoyed a lot of the ball and
had the variety of possession but could not double our lead. We
conceded from poor marking at a corner and let MTP equalise
with a free header. We were a lot better in the second half and
had a chance to score many goals, but unfortunately couldn’t get
the winning goal. A bit more composure in the attacking third
and I think we would have achieved a well-earned win. A solid
defensive display again and plenty to improve on. Good effort.

3rd XI vs Merchant Taylors’ Prep. Won 5 – 1
We started well and had chances to score early on, playing
some nice football. The ball was passed from the back through
to the mid-field creating chances for strikers. Eventually,
Hamza scored, and the confidence of the team grew. Whenever
MTP tried to make a break we defended with great skill and
determination. Mithil and Rehaan were excellent and Hamza
and Yash always looked dangerous in attack. The goals started
going in and we were putting pressure on the opposition’s
defence. In the second half Thomas went up front and his
pace caused the opposition defenders lots of problems. On
occasions, we just needed to hit the ball wider and quicker but
ambition and effort to play the ball to wide players in space was
excellent to see. This was a good team performance. Scorers:
Thomas 2, Mithil 1, Hamza 2
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Football continued
4th XI vs Merchant Taylors’ Prep
Our first home game against Merchant Taylors Prep was a
tight one in the first half until they broke through our defence
and broke the deadlock. The team responded well throughout
the game with Alistair making some great tackles which
ultimately saved goals. In the second half we created a lot more
opportunities which led to us being awarded a penalty, our best
opportunity of the game. Roshan took it with a lot of power,
but it smashed into the crossbar. MTP broke away again, Kian
J made a fabulous save but pushed the ball straight into the
path of a MTP boy and they finished the game off. We still had
a couple more opportunities, but the score stayed 2-0 after a
dominating performance. Man of the match: Roshan.

5th XI vs Merchant Taylors’ Prep
On Wednesday the 5ths Played two 6-a-side matches.
Throughout the two games we played with determination,
tackled well in midfield and looked dangerous on the
counterattack. By the second game we were moving the ball
around quite well and were in control of the game. Goalkeeper
Vihaan had a good game, captain Michael led the team well,
Niam was industrious in midfield, Aayan tried hard in defence
and Anek was unlucky not to score on several occasions in
the second game. In the end we won 3-1 and 5-0. Scorers:
Benyamin (3), Albert (2), Leo, Ansh and Rian. A great effort
from everyone.
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Football Year 7 vs Merchant Taylors’ Prep
On Wednesday the Year 7 boys played 2 games against
Merchant Taylors Prep. St John’s showed great skill in both
games, passing the ball into space creating numerous amounts
of scoring opportunities. Defensively we need to communicate
better to identify who is marking who to make our lives easier.
Overall, a great game played by both sides. Great effort boys
well done! First Game: 7-0 Second Game: 5-1
Goal Scorers: George G 2, Remika 3, Rahul 1, Ahaan 4,
Mihir 2
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Football U11 vs UCS
U11A Lost 2-1
On Friday the 28th of January, the Colts A played UCS in an
exhilarating game. In the 1st half we started off strong with
some great passing and a few shots which were well saved. We
soaked up a lot of pressure from a much more physical side,
Thomas Mankin did an excellent job in goal saving their shots,
unfortunately we conceded a goal from the penalty spot towards
the end of the half. In the 2nd half the UCS attack scored a well
worked goal, their defence remined strong, not strong enough
to stop a curling left footed shot by Leo Blau into the top right
corner. The final score ended up being 1-2. Every Colts player
gave their all against a team which had not lost a match in 4
years. Man of the match: Otto Wasserstein. Report by Dries
U11B Lost 5-1
On Friday the U11B team faced a strong opponent in UCS. The
boys started well and managed to keep the score level despite
doing a lot of defending. Credit must go to Marcus who was only
called up to the team in the morning and slotted into the defence
really well. However, the pressure took its toll and UCS started to
find the back of the net in quick succession and before the boys
knew it they were 3-0 down. What was a shame on the day was
there was a five minute spell in the second half where the boys
were completely unplayable and UCS did not know how to deal
with them. The problem was this spell of dominance was so short
and we were unable to keep up the strong play for any longer.
Men of the match on the day were Khyan who as always was a
nightmare for the defence of UCS to mark and Darsh who made
several great saves to give the boys a chance.
U11C Lost 6 - 0
This was a 9-a-side format played in four quarters of 10 minutes
each way allowing for many feedback opportunities for the
boys. The team started strong in the first two quarters, marking
the opposition really well and closing down space quickly. UCS
did have opportunities to score but the sheer effort and pressure
from St John’s was enough for their attempts to be of no
avail. The half time score was 0-0. UCS was a fast and athletic
side and they played brilliant passing football, creating many
opportunities. Perhaps on this occasion, it was only a matter
of time for them to find the back of the net. Our fitness levels
were tested in the second half too, making it harder to maintain
the pressure we applied at the start. Nevertheless, a great squad,
with great attitude, getting stuck in and competing in the right
manner. A pleasure to ref this game. Well done boys.
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Football U10 vs Highgate

U10 A
On Friday 28th January, the St John’s U10 A team played their
second match of the season against a fantastic Highgate side.
Highgate quickly took the lead with three very well worked goals,
but St John’s never stopped attacking. Their defence was also
excellent and Aarush in particular pulled off some spectacular
saves. Eventually all the St John’s efforts paid off and Zachariah
scored a well-deserved goal to cap off a super performance. Very
well played to the whole team, but player of the match goes to
Zachariah for his infectious enthusiasm and his work rate.

U10 B Lost 5 – 2
We had an excellent game against Highgate. Both teams had
chances early on, but Highgate managed to score the first
goal. Against the run of play, the ball was passed back to
the Highgate keeper who missed it and it went in. Highgate
continued to pass the ball around and create chances for us to
score. Liam and Niam played very well, and the second goal was
created from an excellent cross. Liam hit the ball superbly to
score in the right-hand corner near the end of the match. Good
defending by James really helped us and the other players really
teamed up and out in a huge effort. This was an excellent game
from the B team who played very well. Scorer Liam 1 and own
goal from Highgate.

U10C Lost 5 - 0
We played a well drilled-opposition who passed the ball and
moved into space superbly allowing them to play the ball around
the pitch. They were comfortable in passing the ball back
and never really looked rushed when they had the ball. They
scored a few goals, and we just could not clear our lines quickly
enough. We had a few chances up front but good defending
from Highgate stopped us from scoring. Overall, the boys really
enjoyed the match, but Highgate were just too strong.
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Football U9 vs Haberdashers’
U9A We started our first home match slowly but got stronger
with each quarter of the game. We were losing 2-0, then Teddy
took a free-kick and Nikhil buried the rebound. Yash made some
excellent saves throughout the game and we defended well. Our
second goal started in defence with Nikhil scoring from a cross
by Teddy. Haberdashers’ scored twice more before Elliot scored
our third. I felt our team bonded well and had a great team spirit.
Another 10 minutes would have allowed us to win the game. We
all had fun. Keep it up boys! Report by Nikhil

U9B We played Habs at home and fought hard against a tough
opposition. Early on the boys kept the game close drawing the
first quarter 1-1 with a brilliant goal from Dev. However, Habs
put us under pressure and the boys struggled to pass the ball
out from the back. The boys continued to fight and create good
chances despite Habs being clinical against us. In the end the
score was 4-1 but the boys effort could not be faulted. Man of the
match was Sebastian after some sensational and fearless defending
getting his body in front of everything that came his way
U9C On Tuesday the U9C played a thrilling game against
Haberdashers’. The first half was a great battle to watch with
some great defending and powerful shots on goal. St John’s
struggled at some points to stop their attacking threats which
ended up in goals. The good thing to see was that they didn’t
drop their heads at all during the game. St John’s had some great
opportunities to score but Haberdashers’ defence was far too
strong for us. Great effort from all. Well Done! Man Of The
Match: Harry
U9D This was a very even and exciting game that could easily
have ended in a draw. Both sides were similarly matched
and created so many exciting opportunities to score. The
improvement in play, after their first fixture the week before was
evident for all to see. The squad were better in marking up and
in closing the space when defending. They had several breakaway opportunities but unfortunately couldn’t score from these.
A big well done. Keep enjoying your football.
U9E With boys absent, we formed a single E team playing three teams from Haberdashers’. In the first match we battled hard but
needed to spread out a little more and went down 3 – 0. In the second match, we played much better and Svanik and Paris showed
good touches on the ball. In goal, Nathan made several good saves but Haberdashers’ scored twice. In the final match we played
more as a team and had chances to win with only good defending from the opposition keeping us out. A much better finish and all
the boys should be congratulated on their efforts in all the matches.
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Football U8s vs Haberdashers’

U8A Lost 5-2 This was a strong Habs side with two phenomenal
players but the team fought hard and did themselves proud
to keep the final score at 5-2. St John’s managed to find the
net twice through Aarav D and David Z. The boys had more
breakthroughs and opportunities but could not capitalise on
these. Looking forward to the next training session, to work on
these elements in a fun way. Very well done indeed boys and
thank you to the big turnout and support from all our parents!

U8B Lost 5-3 This game can only be described as end to end.
Habs took control and got off to an early 4-0. However, the
U8s fought back brilliantly clawing the game back to 4-3.
We missed 3 or 4 massive chances that could have given us a
comfortable lead. However, it was not to be and one of the
Habs players then scored a great goal to put the game to bed.
The boys played really well and their high press was a joy to see.
Deven scored a magnificent goal running past their entire team
and lobbing the keeper. Man of the match was Aarav.
U8D Won 3-1 A fantastic win against a very strong Habs’
team. Goals from Arjun, Lucas and Roman made us comfortable
winners. The improvement from last week was great to see and
the team really understood formation and structure. The passing
was fantastic and they played as a unit. Everybody contributed to
this win and should be proud of themselves. Well done boys.

U8E Lost 7 – 0 A good contest and the team battled well. Habs
scored the first goal as we rushed up and left space behind us.
We did try to pass but were too close and this made it harder
to find space. We had a few opportunities but good defence
stopped us from scoring goals. We got better as the game went
on and pressed on a few occasions. However, that left a huge
gap for Haberdashers’ to break and score. The team has made
huge progress from the first match of the season.
U8F Lost 12 – 0 The first match of the season and we came up against a strong opposition who were just that bit faster and they
could hit a ball at our goal with accuracy. We defended a great deal and made a few super tackles and saves. But Haberdashers’ just
managed to break out and outpace us during the match and score goals. We did try to pass the ball but found it hard to get out of
our own half. This will come with more time and experience on the ball. We did create some chances, but we still need to spread
out more and move the ball into space. However, the St John’s team never gave up and continued to play and do their best in the
match. Well done!
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Football U8 vs St Martin’s

U8C Won 2-1 This was a highly competitive fixture, with the
boys keen to get a result against their local rivals. We started
very conservatively, taking the ball out wide and passing it
short to players who were unmarked, very low risk football.
We unfortunately conceded in the first half through a lucky St
Martin’s goal, but this made us more determined to score. We
started taking more risks, kicking the ball into space, and using
our pace to take it down the wings. This pressure resulted in
Aaran scoring 2 well finished goals, which were testament to the
whole team’s performance. Very well done to come back and win
from behind, you all played superbly. Scorer: Aaran – 2

U8D Won A great game of football for the U8 boys against local
rivals St Martin’s. The Year 3 boys really improved throughout
the game, and it was great to see everybody contributing to the
hard-fought draw. Lucas made some great saves in goal and
Roman was always a threat in attack and nearly snatched a win
for us. It was a fantastic start to the season and boy should be
proud of themselves.

Many thanks to Mr Carpmael for his photos of the U11C team
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Have a go at badminton
Gala Academy will be operating in the Centenary Sports Hall, Monday – Friday (19:0021:00) and Saturday (09:00 – 13:00). There are a variety of sessions available, including
beginners Badminton courses for 6-8 year olds, aiming to develop co-ordination, fitness and
strength, Daily Drills for adults develop intense cardio footwork and court agility. There are
places available for booking.
All details are at: www.gala-academy.co.uk

www.gala-academ
`

Welcome to Gala Academy
Just play badminton

Learn to play badminton or
improve your existing skills
Gala Academy has a course to
suit everyone from 6 years to
adults.
Limited spaces, so book fast!
For more information check out
our website
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Calendar & important dates Contact details

Ray and his family wish everyone at St John’s a very prosperous New Year! May all
the boys be as strong as a tiger!
Monday 7th February: Bikeability
Week (Year 8)
Tuesday 8th February: Safer Internet
Day
Eco Council 1.20pm
Year 5 Parents’ Meeting (N-W)
(6.00pm-8.00pm)
Wednesday 9th February: Inter School
D&T Challenge
Hockey v The Hall: U13 A, B (h), U12

A, B (a) (2.30pm)
Thursday 10th February: U11 Regional
Hockey Tournament at Abingdon (9.30
– 3.30pm)
Friday 11th February: Pre-Prep Poetry
Competition (9.30am)
Saturday 12th February – Sunday
20th February Half-term
Monday 21st February: School resumes
8.25am

Updates: Please continue to visit
www.st-johns.org.uk for all the latest
information on sports fixtures and results.
The website will have announcements in
case of emergency.
You can also follow us on twitter
@stjsnorthwood and our sports
department @StJohnsNwSport
Mailings: If you have received The Lamb
from someone else and would like to be
sent your own copy each week, please email:
Lamb Editor. Let us know your contact
details and you will be added to the list.
Photographs: We cannot always be on
hand every event with a camera and rely on
photographs from parents and supporters.
Do please continue to send in pictures to
lambeditor@st-johns.org.uk for inclusion in
The Lamb. Many thanks.

Notices and reminders
Northwood Adventure Lecture: The date for this event
has been changed. It will now take place on 24th March at
7.00pm. More details to follow.
Otters and Owls Charity Run: As part of Mental health
awareness week (7-13 February) and to raise money for the
school charity Place2Be, some of the Year 1 boys are running
1.8km in the Watford Family Fun run on 6th February. So
far, they have raised £390. If you can, please support them
with a donation to this important charity. Here is the link:
www.justgiving.com/fundraising/stjohnsottersandowls
St John’s Association Quiz Night Saturday 19th March
2022: Please note the change of date. The Quiz will be online and more information will follow soon.

Heath Robinson Art Competition: To celebrate the 150th
anniversary of Heath Robinson’s birth, the Heath Robinson
Museum in Pinner has set up an exciting art competition for
children and young adults. If you are interested, please see
the poster on page 31.
Badminton: Gala Academy is operating in the Centenary
Sports Hall. There are places available for booking. See page
29 for more details.
House Points: Lincoln 1st 76.40, Churchill 2nd 75.16,
Oates 3rd 72.76, Lawrence 4th 70.60
Have a great weekend.
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